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Cast of the July 28, 2006 production of No, No, A Million Times No presented at the Bradford
Center Meeting House. The production raised over $900.00 towards the costs of maintaining the
historic Bradford Center Meeting House and played to standing room only audiences. Cast
pictured from left to right: Laurie Buchar, Greg Johnson, Rick Stewart, Ann Paine, Lydia Pinard,
Andrew Pinard, Shanna Braden, Mark Cashin, Jill Pinard, Mary Dayton and Kathy Forgiel. Susan
Cancio-Bello accompanied and Sandy Wadlington supplied the set design. Others involved with
the production included (in no particular order): Leah Buchar, Louise Clark, Claire Bensley, Fred
Murphy, Susan Smith, Anna Buchar, Caroline Forgiel, Jane Johnson, Carey Rodd, Marcia Keller,
David Holland, Edythe Craig, Brian Wilcox, Richard Carens and Nancy Herter.
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Selectmen's Commentary
The Selectmen have had an interesting year. With the election of a new Selectman
(welcome, Andrew) and one leaving (thanks for your help, Dave) it gave a new
perspective to our office. Andrew has come up with some interesting ideas and the
Selectmen have tried some of them. This year we had our first Selectmen's Coffee to see
if it would help increase citizen participation to meet a little less formally on a Saturday
morning. The results were promising and we hope to do it again in the near future. We
also tried meeting at 6:00pm but wound up conflicting with the Planning Board, Zoning
Board, Budget Committee and sometimes the Conservation Committee. Because of that
fact we have had to go back to our old time of 5:00pm on the first and third Tuesday of
every month.
Our year started out with the Needs Assessment Committee hard at work finishing up a
proposal for the moving of Town Hall, Town Shed and the Police Station. The Bond did
not pass but the Selectmen appreciate their effort. The Needs Assessment Committee re-
organized and after many meetings and hard work they will be offering another proposal
at this year's Town Meeting. Please look over the information available so you can make
an informed decision. Audrey Sylvester and the "Moose Plate Grant" Committee were
successful in obtaining a $10,000.00 grant to aid in the planning of repairs and changes to
the Town Hall. In the process of looking over the upstairs of Town Hall an old Backdrop
was discovered. This is being restored through private donations.
As everyone can remember, the rains came again in May causing some flooding and
definitely, high water. The Fire Dept, Rescue Squad and Town Crew did an excellent job
of providing help where and when they could. Unfortunately, a bridge on West Meadow
Road became unsafe and the road had to be closed. The replacement of that bridge and
the scheduled replacement of the Jones Road Bridge are on the Warrant this year.
Barry Wheeler's gravel pit was the topic in May with the main problem for some Towns
people being the noise. After meeting with the Planning Board, an agreement was
reached to limit the time that the Rock Crusher could operate and that what was crushed
was for Town use only.
Steve Lucier, our Road Agent reported in June that he toured the town with a FEMA
representative and looked at four different sites that could qualify for FEMA funds.
During that inspection it was noted that the second bridge on West Meadow Road was
damaged also. That is being addressed on this year's warrant also.
We wish to thank all those who have volunteered their time and skills to the town this
year, and encourage anyone with an interest to join a committee or attend some of the
meetings listed on the back of the Town Report. All meetings are open to the public and
our community is made stronger through your participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Fenton, Chairman Board of Selectmen

Town of Bradford
State of New Hampshire
Town Warrant and Minutes of Town Meeting
The Polls opened at 8:00am and remained open until 7:00pm on March 14, 2006.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bradford in the County of Merrimack in said State qualified to
vote in town affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bradford Elementary School on Old Warner Road in said
Bradford on Tuesday, the fourteenth of March next, at eight o'clock in the morning to act on the
following Articles:
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interest thereon; to authorize the school board to invest said sum and to use the interest
earned up to the amount of $500,000 thereon for the project, and further to raise and
appropriate the additional sum of $704,000 for the first half year payment of interest and
principal on the bond, and to authorize the school board to take any other action
necessary to carry out this vote. (3/5's ballot vote required)(School Board Recommends)
(Municipal Budget Committee Recommends) YES 440 NO 142
Question Carried.
Question 2. If Question 1 is adopted, in which community should the middle school be
constructed: (School Board Recommends Sutton)(Municipal Budget Committee
Recommends Sutton) SUTTON 528 NEW LONDON 42
Question 3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the Municipal
Budget Committee's recommended amount of $27,052,599 for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries for the school district official and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district, The School Board Recommends $27,101,124. This
article does not include appropriations voted in other warrant articles.
A ($27,101,124 for the proposed Operating Budget recommended by the School Board)
B ($27,052,599 for the proposed Operating Budget recommended by the Municipal
Budget Committee) A 270 B 282
Budget B Carried
Question 4. To see if School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100,000 to be placed in the Special Education Expendable Trust Fund, established in
1997 for the purpose of emergency funding of unforeseen Special Education out-of-
district placement tuition incurred by the District. (School Board Recommends)
(Municipal Budget Committee Recommends) YES 397 NO 172
Question Carried
Question 5. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate up to $25,000
for the Capital Reserve Fund, established in 1994 for the purposes of reconstructing or
adding to existing schools of the District, with such amount to be funded from any
unencumbered surplus funds remaining on hand as of June 30, 2006. (School Board
Recommends)(Municipal Budget Committee Recommends)
YES 425 NO 144
Question Carried
Question 6. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$95,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund established in 2000 for the sole purpose
of roof replacement or major repair of roofs. (School Board Recommends)(Municipal
Budget Committee Recommends) YES 420 NO 153
Question Carried
There were a total of 603 votes cast including 44 absentee ballots.
Moderator: Daniel Coolidge
Assistant Moderator: Mildred Kittredge
Town Clerk: Susan Pehrson
Checklist Supervisors: Ann Lucier, Jarna Perkins, and Judith Marshall
Inspectors of the Election: Harriett Douglass, Linda Niven, Carolyn Verity, Donald
Jackson, Margaret Ainslie, Edythe Craig, Audrey Sylvester, Belinda Glennie, Amy
Blitzer, Phyllis Wilcox, Melanie Muchow, Elizabeth Rodd, Ruth Ann Harris, and Eileen
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Kelly
Ballot Counters: Brian Carter, Leah Keller, and Carey Rodd
2. To adjourn the meeting until Wednesday, March 15, 2006, at 7:00pm, at the Bradford
Elementary School on the Old Warner Road. The raising of money and remaining
articles in the Warrant to be taken up at the adjourned meeting.
Meeting reconvened at 7:20 with approximately 305 in attendance. Thomas Pitts led
the Pledge of Allegiance. Frances Chelland and Fred Hubley served as Ballot Clerks
for the evening. The winners of the previous day's election were announced as well
as the results for the school ballots. A description of the rules that were to be
followed was given. A number of people from the press were present. Mark
Goldberg, Fire Chief, explained that due to the unusual circumstances of there being
a larger than normal crowd (standing room only) that the meeting could continue due
to the fact that it was in a non-combustible building and most of the fire fighters were
present.
3. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate Two Million Eight Hundred
Thousand dollars ($2,800,000) to purchase and renovate the Valley Transportation
land and buildings at tax map 6 lot 103(Rte 1 14, Bradford), 41.46 acres currently
owned by Fred Brunnhoelzl, for town facilities and to build a salt shed, and to
authorize the issuance of not more than $2,800,000 of bonds or notes for this
purpose. This warrant will also authorize the Selectmen as agents to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. Paper
Ballot required. Two thirds vote to pass. (Selectmen recommend)( Budget Committee
recommends) There was a lengthy discussion on the Article. Robert Foor of the
Planning Board addressed the importance of the Master Plan and its effect on a
purchase such as Valley Transportation. Peter Tennet then spoke as the architect who
helped give a visual portrayal of the proposed new site and later clarified some of the
figures on footages, answering Philip LaMoreaux's question of the size of the needs
of the departments involved. Andrew Pinard, Gary Wall, and Ruth Ann Harris spoke
against the proposal as did Sarah Chaffee, Donald Johnsen raised a point of order and
Everett Kittredge spoke to the needs of having a new facility. After considerable
discussion, William Glennie was recognized and asked those present if any one there
had not made up his/her mind at this point and the article was moved and seconded
by David Pickman. The ballot vote was taken
YES 128 NO 160
Article Not Carried
A motion was made by Ann Largy to move Article 29 to be heard next. The motion
was seconded by Susan Reynolds. A vote to decide to move article carried.
29. To see if the town will vote to adopt as a by-law or ordinance of the Town, the
Solid Waste Management Ordinance made by the Board of Selectmen on
October 2, 1989 pursuant to RSA 31:39. Further to authorize the Board of
Selectmen, following duly noticed public hearings, to amend this ordinance from
time to time as needed and to adopt such fees as are necessary to carry out the
terms of the ordinance. (Majority vote required). Article was moved by Philip
LaMoreaux and seconded by Robert Foor. Gary Wall asked why another
ordinance was required. Cheryl Behr explained it was to make recycling
mandatory. Ann Ball wanted to know if it meant that we would still have
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mandatory recycling. Cheryl Behr answered in the affirmative. Rebecca Herman
proposed a motion to amend to strike the wording after 3 1 :39. Motion was
seconded. Robert Foor, Christopher Way, and Jonathan Steiner felt it was best to
leave it as it was originally worded. He was concerned that it would allow non-
residents to take advantage of our recycling station. Melanie Muchow felt the
amendment was a good idea. Philip LaMoreaux called the amendment. The
amendment was voted on and did not carry. Christopher Frey wanted to know
where the money from the trash goes. Cheryl Behr explained that it went into the
general fund. Perry Teele made an objection to the word fees, stating that tax
payers are already paying enough without adding fees for trash removal. Gary
Warriner wanted to know if the trash removal went out for bid. Cheryl Behr
explained that it was a contract with our present carrier. George Cilley moved
the questions and it was seconded. The article is left in its original wording.
Article Carried
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Four
Hundred Seventy Thousand Two Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($1,470,276) for
general municipal operations. These figures do not include appropriations voted in
separate warrant articles. (Majority vote required)
Lester Gordon moves the following questions and Everett Kittredge Seconds
a. Executive 82,673.00
b. Elections and Vital records 4,475.00
c. Financial Administration 81,157.00
d. Revaluation 45,430.00
e. Legal 17,000.00
f. Employee Benefits-excludes elected officials 156,274.00
Gary Wall wanted clarification on benefits. Is it all about insurance or are
other expenses included? Cheryl Behr state it was for full time employees
It includes FICA. Life insurance etc.
g. Planning and Zoning 22,841.00
Andrew Pinard made a motion to amend to amount by another 50,000
explaining that there is no money set aside for the necessary work to be done
on Main St. Christopher Frey cautioned that the taxes would increase 20% if
everything passes. George Cilley can't see the reason for another feasibility
study. Eileen Kelly asked if item g can be moved. Article 4 could be moved
to later. The amendment was defeated.
h. General Government Buildings 17,676.00
Ann Ball questioned what this was and was informed by Cheryl Behr that is




k. Other General Government 23,246.00
Laura Hall made a motion to amend for an increase of $500.00 to this line
item as her CAP budget was cut by that amount and she felt it was still
necessary in order to provide the services that were there in the past. The
amendment passed. Amended amount 23,746.00
1. Police Department 242,254.00
m. Fire Department 89,750.00
n. Rescue Services 13,400.00
o. Building Code Department 13,200.00
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Susan Janicki wanted to increase the line item in order to have more
inspectors in case of emergency. No motion was made. Item remained
unchanged
p. Emergency Management 1,000.00
q. Highway Department 334,584.00
r. Bridge Maintenance 8,000.00
s. Street Lighting 3,500.00
Lawrence White wanted to know how to go about requesting lighting in a
particular location. Gary Wall wanted to know if there was a list containing
all of the locations. Cheryl Behr informed him there was a list available at the
Town Hall of how many, but actual locations are unknown at this time. Many
in the audience started listing locations of various lights throughout the town.
t. Solid Waste Collection 44,550.00
u. Solid Waste Disposal 61,500.00
There was an amendment to increase this line item by $16,000 in order to
remove fees from trash removal. Philip LaMoreaux, Susan Reynolds,
William Glennie, Gary Wall, Jonathan Steiner all requested to know where
the fees went, and where the recyclables money was. Cheryl Behr explained
that it goes into the general fund, and then an appropriation is needed to pay
to get rid of the different materials. Jonathan Steiner was concerned that no
fees would mean non-Bradford trash would be deposited at our transfer
station. Gary Warriner wanted to know if the trash removal went out for bid.
Cheryl Behr explained that it was a contract with our present carrier. The
question was moved and seconded by Perry Teele. Amendment did not pass.
Cheryl Behr directed people to the Town Report for the numbers they were
looking for.
v. Inoculations 1,500.00
Yvonne McCormick wanted to know what this was for. Cheryl Behr
explained that it was for hepatitis shots for police and rescue, and fire.
w. Welfare Administration 3,386.00
x. Welfare Vendor Payments 16,000.00
y. Parks and Recreation 18,886.00
z. Library 47,353.00
aa. Patriotic Purposes 500.00
bb. Community Center 36,248.00
cc. Other Conservation 635.00
dd. Interest on T.A.N. 4.000.00
Total 1,470,276.00
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
The Total Budget for items a through dd was moved and seconded. The total
amount voted on was $1,470,776.
Total Budget Passed
To see if the town will vote to charge the Selectmen to develop a three year plan (in
place with bids from three separate engineers, architects and construction companies)
to :
a. Renovate and retrograde the existing Town Hall for Town Offices.
b. Build an independent structure on town-owned property for the Police
Station (preferably on Main Street).
c. Build an independent structure on town-owned property for the Highway
Department.
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By petition. (Majority vote required)
Christopher Frey made a motion to pass over waiting the outcome of article 3.
Motion to pass over carried.
6. To see if the Town of Bradford will vote to approve the extension of medical benefits
and participation thereof to Elected and Appointed Officials, Volunteer Fire Fighters
and Part Time Town employees pursuant to their qualifications as prescribed under
the Medical Eligibility rules and guidelines of the Local Government Health Trust
(a/k/a the benefits administrator) Dated November 2004. 100% of the cost of all
medical benefits by any and all participants in these categories shall be the sole
responsibility of the participant unless otherwise designated by the vote of a
subsequent town meeting. By petition (Majority vote required).
Andrew Pinard proposed an amendment to the article as follows: At the end of the
Article the following statement is to be included. In the event that it is determined
that any one of these specific employee categories does not meet the Local
Government Center 75% participation requirement and will adversely affect overall
participation, that specific category of employee will be deemed ineligible for the
extension of benefits due to Local Government Center guideline non-compliance.
Dan Coolidge (as Moderator) asked what is the intent with reference to specific
category of employees mean. If participation, caused a category to fall below the
75%, would they be disqualified? Andrew Pinard wanted to defer to Joseph Conway,
but was asked by Daniel Coolidge if it was Local Government Center specific
categories. Andrew Pinard answered in the affirmative. Joseph Conway explained
that there were three categories in the article elected officials, volunteers and part-
time workers. The wording had been discussed with the Local Government Center
Officials. Everett Kittredge asked if that 75% included the Zoning Board and all
other boards. How would it be determined? Gary Wall stated that each one would be
under a different group, results of the insurance Committee. According to Joseph
Conway the 75% would be determined by the Local Government Center. Cheryl
Behr asked why do it if those people you wish to offer insurance to don't want it or
can't afford it, especially when there is a real possibility that the regular workers
could lose their insurance. Gary Wall answered to protect those that were now getting
insurance. The Amendment Carried. There was a motion as amended. Deborah Bede
wanted to know why the Rescue was not included. Cheryl Behr said that the Local
Government Center doesn't allow Rescue Squads as they are not part of the Fire
Department. She asked are you part of the Fire Department. Deborah Bede said no.
Mark Goldberg stated that the Rescue Squad is definitely part of the Fire Department.
The question was called.
Article Carried
The Results of Article 3 Read at 9 : 1 5 YES 1 28 NO 1 60
Article Not Carried
A motion to Restrict Reconsideration was made. The motion was moved and
Seconded. Motion Carried
Article 5 was taken up again. Robert Foor of the Planning Board asked where's the
money? William Glennie wanted to do a Needs assessment, but there's no money.
Benjamin Smith feels that no further needs assessments need to be done as there
were so many made already. Cheryl Behr explained that because no money was
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attached to the original warrant article no money could be added at this time. Most
people felt it followed the Master Plan and shouldn't cause a problem for future
use. Robert Foor explained that it was not exactly what the Article had intended
Article Not Carried
7. To see if the Town of Bradford will vote to require that any change to the Town of
Bradford Personnel Plan; by the Board of Selectmen; that alters, changes or affects
the percentage of monetary coverage paid by the Town for each participant for
Health, Medical or Dental benefits or alters, changes, adds or deletes eligibility
requirements within any group category for the purposes of benefit coverage shall be
required to come before the Town Meeting for vote. This Warrant shall be retroactive
to the Town of Bradford Personnel Plan revised and adopted by the Board of
Selectmen dated June 21, 2005. By petition (Majority vote required)
Sue McKevitt asked if this could be explained in plain English. Gary Wall wanted to
change the 35 hour clause to 40 hours. Cheryl Behr explained the change was due to
one long time employee who was considered full-time even though they worked less
than 40 hours. Yvonne McCormick claimed that in her line of work 36 hours weekly
is considered full time. Susan Reynolds on the other hand stated that if she only
worked 36 hours weekly, she'd be considered AWOL. Steven
Lucier wanted to let the Selectmen do their job. A hand count was taken
YES 61 NO 78
Article Not Carried
8. To see if the town will vote to authorize health insurance benefits for certain elected
town officials, being the Selectmen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, and Treasurer on the
same terms as town employees (85% of premiums paid for by the town), and to raise
and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand sixty five dollars ($30,065) to pay for
this benefit for 2006. (Majority vote required)
Gary Wall spoke to the question using the data he had accrued during his year long
study with the insurance committee set up at last year's town meeting. Cheryl Behr
spoke for the Selectmen. The question was called.
Article Not Carried
9. To see if the town will vote to modify the current war service credit from One
hundred dollars ($100.00) to Five hundred dollars ($500.00) subject to stipulations of
RSA's 72, 72:27a,72:28 & 72:29 as of March 15, 2006. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
10. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate Two Thousand Seven Hundred





To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand dollars
($15,000) for the Independence Day Celebration. Petition Article. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Marlene Freyler explained that this warrant article was necessary due to a short fall in
last years fourth of July celebration fund.
Article Carried
1 2. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
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Dollars ($1,000) to be added to the Gravestone Repair Expendable Trust. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Thomas Riley requested that this warrant article be increased to $2,500.00 due to all
the storm damage this past year. Many tombstones were broken. Amendment carried.
Article Carried
13. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a lease/purchase
agreement for the purpose of purchasing a Police Cruiser for the Bradford Police
Department (this agreement contains a fiscal funding non appropriation clause), and
to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars
($12,800) for the first year's payment and outfit of the cruiser. Of this amount Nine
Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($9,800) represents the first year's payment with
the remaining Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) to outfit the cruiser with necessary
equipment. The total cost of the cruiser over the next three years will be Thirty two
Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($32,400). The cruiser to be replaced will be sold
and proceeds will be placed in the general fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget
Committee recommends. (Majority vote required) A hand count was taken
YES 117 NO 75
Article Carried
14. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Fire Department Heavy Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing Heavy Equipment, and raise and
appropriate Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be placed in this fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Philip LaMoreaux wanted to know what we were buying. Christopher Frey told him
a new pumper.
Article Carried
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund. The sum
is to come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to be raised from taxation.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand
Dollars ($30,000) to be added to the Highway Department Heavy Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority
vote required)
Jonathan Marden wanted to know what the balance was in this fund. He was directed
to the proper page in the Town Report.
Article Carried
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
dollars ($10,000) to be added to the Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund. If article
three passes this will be withdrawn. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
dollars ($40,000) for the purpose of Road Sealant. This will be a non lapsing
appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are spent or
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December 31, 201 1. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
(Majority vote required)
Article Carried
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for the purpose engineering plans/drawings,
applicable state and federal permitting, bid specifications for replacement and
replacement of Bridges. This will be a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA
32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used or on December 3 1 , 201 1 . Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty thousand dollars ($120,000) for the reconstruction and paving of Center
Road from the intersection of Jones, Cheney and Center Road to the intersection of
Cressy Road and Center Road. This will be a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to
RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are spent or December 31, 201 1.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Donald Johnsen wanted to know if this amount would include the sinkhole by Robert




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand
dollars ($9,000) for the purpose of installing guardrails along portions of Center
Road. This will be a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are spent or December 3 1, 201 1. Selectmen recommend. Budget
Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($30,500) to purchase a new tractor for the Transfer Station.
(Majority vote required)
Article Carried
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) to add to the Police Facility Capital Reserve Fund. This sum is to
come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to be raised by taxation.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends. If article three passes this
will be withdrawn. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
24. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Main Street Improvement Capital Reserve
Fund for the purpose of making road and sidewalk improvements to Main Street, and
raise and appropriate Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to be placed in this fund and to
appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend the monies in this fund.. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee does not recommend. (Majority vote required)
Eileen Kelly wanted to amend this warrant article, but was told it couldn't be done
for her criteria. Gary Wall asked why the Selectmen recommended and the Budget
Committee did not recommend this article. John Meaney of the Budget Committee
stated that at the time of the article the Budget Committee did not have all of the
information. Peter Fenton (Selectman) stated there would be some grants available
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for sidewalks, drains etc. Gary Wall thanked the gentlemen for their input. Steven
Lucier (Road Agent) stated the grants would indeed include 3 stages. They would
include granite curbs and sidewalks, drains and paving. Jonathan Steiner asked if the
drains would be in specific locations and was answered in the affirmative. Donald
Johnsen stated that these plans had been in the Charette.
Article Carried
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be placed in the existing New Town Buildings Capital Reserve
Fund. This sum is to come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to be raised
by taxation. If article three passes this will be withdrawn. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends. (Majority vote required)
Article Carried
26. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to operate the Boat Launch. . (Majority vote required)
Daniel McCormick asked where did the money go. Steve Lucier told him it was spent
on boat inspections prior to launch to assure that aquatic life of an undesirable nature
was not introduced into the lake. There has been an ongoing battle with milfoil and it
is important to not re-infect the waterway.
Article Carried
27. To see if the town will vote to accept 2400 lineal feet of Old Mountain Road from the
intersection of West Road to the driveway of Jane M Lucas as a Class V road upon
the improvement of the road by the abutters. The improvements must conform to the
minimum Class V standards as approved by the town and be accepted by the road
agent, prior to December 2007. If not completed within this time, this article will
expire and the town will not accept the road without an additional vote. (Majority
vote required.) Jane Lucas addressed this warrant article as an abutter to this road.
The property owners would like to subdivide their three properties away from the
original acreage. Ann Ball said that where there were only 3 houses that the "road"
would be little more than a driveway. George Cilley stated that it didn't come up to
minimum standards for a class V road. Perry Teele feels that the town should not
accept any new roads that are not paved. Susan Janicki said that as long as the road
was up to standard it should be O.K. James Raymond stated that his in-laws own the
land and they are not planning on developing the land. William Glennie said he was
opposed to developing Vi mile of road. He didn't feel it was necessary The Article
was Called. The call was carried.
Article Not Carried
28. To see if the town will vote to completely discontinue Lord Road, currently a Class
VI Road so that it will no longer be a town road. Lord Road is approximately 1800
feet in length and is located off Woodview Heights adjacent to map 2 lot 60 and is
owned by James and Margaret Raymond. (Majority vote required). Perry Teele stated
that any old roads should remain on the Town records. James Raymond didn't know
the road existed when he bought the property, but has been paying taxes on it for a
number of years. The road had been discontinued back in the 1800'. Ann Ball wanted
to know what happens to the road. She was told, by James Raymond that anyone
wishing to could certainly walk through, but that it has been private property for quite
some time. Steven Lucier stated that, Class V or VI roads are owned by the abutting
property owners. The only exception was Howlett Rd that the town purchased in
18
1847. Jane Johnsen stated that she doesn't believe that the property belongs to James
Raymond. The Article was Called. The call was carried
Article Carried
29. This Article was done previously.
30. To see if the town will vote to amend the process of establishment of the Bradford
Conservation Commission to include up to five alternate members in accordance with
RSA 36-A. [The element of the alternate members was not included in the warrant





To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of selectmen to convey a
conservation easement to the Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust to
permanently protect the following four parcels of town owned property: (Majority
vote required) By petition.
a. Tax map 12, lot 13, also known as the Bradford Springs Hotel Site on
East Washington Road, having approximately 24.2 acres.
b. Tax map 12, lot 15, also known as the Bradford Bog on East Washington
Road, having approximately 28 acres.
c. Tax map 12, lot 16, also known as the Bradford Bog on East Washington
Road, having approximately 38 acres.
d. Tax map 12, lot 17, also known as the Goodridge Conservation property
on East Washington Road, having approximately 72 acres.
Robert Foor asked if there were easements on the property now. Easements
would have to wait until the article passed, then the easements could be applied
for. Ann Eldridge with the help of Perry Teele showed graphs of the property
involved. Christine Yeaton wanted to know if the selectmen were in favor of the
article. Yes they are.
Article Carried
32. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to survey and subdivide the parcel of land at Map 3 lot 1 10 on the corner
or State Route 1 14 and State Route 103. The parcel will be divided to preserve the
front 5 acres for the Bradford Transfer station. This is a non-lapsing appropriation
pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will continue until December 31, 201 1. Selectmen
recommend. Budget committee recommends. (Majority vote required) Christopher
Frey amended the wording of this article to read:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to survey the parcel of land at Map 3 Lot 1 10 on the corner of State Route
1 14 and State Route 103. This is a non-lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7
and will continue until December 31, 201 1. Amendment Carried.
Gary Wall had a letter from John Harris who was absent. Peter Fenton stated that the
property from the Transfer Station would be sectioned out to get ready for the
possible sale of remaining property at some future time. Don Johnsen stated to do the
survey first. Andrew Pinard is in favor of doing the survey also. The Article was
Called. The Call was carried.
Article Carried
19
33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of the Town Officers. To transact
any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Article Carried
Meeting adjourned at 10:55
Daniel Coolidge, Andrew Pinard, Susan Pehrson, Marilyn Gordon, Judith Marshall,
Beatrice Howe, Susan Janicki, Gary Wall, Robert Stewart, Barbara Vanatta, Everett
Kittredge, Janet Riley, Elizabeth Bouley, Stephen Pierce, H. Bliss Dayton, Erica Gross
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006
Audited Balance as of 12/31/05 $ 662,938.48
Town Clerk 290,504.83
Tax Collector 3,442,576.19




opened 10/06 Principal only
does not included accumulating interest
75,000.00
Conservation Fund (CD)
opened 10/06 Principal only













Town of Bradford Escrow Accounts














































































Solitude Ridge Escrow (CD)







Period Ending December 3 1 , 2006
Assets
Petty Cash
Lake Sunapee Operating Acct
NH Deposit Pool
Property Taxes Receivable




































































































Total number of acres exempt under current use:
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Department of Revenue Report MS 7 - continued
Budget - Town of Bradford FY 2007
"SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1 ) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds or notes;
3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trusts funds; or 4} an appropriation designated
on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article.










SELECTMEN'S APPROPRIATIONS BUDGET COMMITTEES APPROPRIATION
Ensuing Fiscal Year Ensuing Fiscal Year
IKKCOMMI-M)H>i (NOT KR'OMMrM>rl>i HH'OMMKNDKI) NOT RKCOMMENDED
Department of Revenue Report MS 7 - continued
Budget - Town of Bradford FY 2007









Report of the Trust Funds of the Town of Bradford on December 31, 2006
Schedule of Town Property
Map/lot Value
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Commentary 2006
As I end my twentieth year as Town Clerk and fifteenth year as Tax Collector, I am pleased at
how far we have come in that period of time.
Each year brings more changes that help streamline the work being done at the combined office.
Most of the changes take place "behind the scenes" and hopefully do not disturb the flow of work
to be done.
Of great importance this past year was the implementation of the new Election Program. The
average voter did not see any change, but the system checks for any fraud immediately, as a voter
is counted. By keeping paper ballots and checklists, it assures the voter of anonymity, without
compromising the new system.
The registration mailers and mail in dog licenses continue to be well received.
The State has promised to start on phase two of the registration program this coming year, which
will mean additional possibilities for the town offices. Also, the dog program is going through an
update to make that process more efficient.










































































State of New Hampshire
Town Warrant
The Polls will open from 8:00am to 7:00pm on March 13, 2007.
To the inhabitants of the town of Bradford in the County of Merrimack in said State qualified to
vote in town affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bradford Elementary School on Old Warner Road in said




To choose all necessary Town officials for the ensuing year.
2. To adjourn the meeting until Wednesday, March 14, 2007, at 7:00pm, at the
Bradford Elementary School on the Old Warner Road. The raising of money
and remaining articles in the Warrant to be taken up at the adjourned meeting.
3. Passage of this article shall override the 10 percent limitation imposed on
this appropriation due to the non recommendation of the budget
committee. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate Three Million
Five Hundred Thousand dollars ($3,500,000) to construct a new police station
highway garage, salt shed and to renovate the town hall building including
town offices, sprinklers throughout and elevator access to the second floor.
This will also provide for the issuance of not more than Three Million Five
Hundred Thousand ($3,500,000) of bonds or notes for this purpose. This
warrant will also authorize the Selectmen as agents to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. Paper Ballot
required. Two thirds vote to pass. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
does not recommend. Passage of this article shall override the 10 percent
limitation imposed on this appropriation due to the non recommendation
of the budget committee.
PLEASE REFER TO PAGE 29 FOR THE COMPARATIVE BUDGET
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million
Five Hundred Seventy One Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty dollars
($1,571,780) for the general municipal operation. This article DOES NOT
include amounts appropriated by other warrant articles. (Majority vote
required)
a. Executive 103,115.00
b. Elections and Vital records 4,225.00
c. Financial Administration 79,790.00
d. Revaluations 29,677.00
e. Legal 17,000.00
f. Employee Benefits-excludes elected officials 177,947.00
g. Planning and Zoning 23,860.00




k. Other General Government 23,816.00
1. Police Department 257,876.00
m. Fire Department 86,100.00
n. Rescue Services 12,250.00
o. Building Code Department 13,875.00
p. Emergency Management 1 ,000.00
q. Highway Department 343,093.00
r. Bridge Maintenance 100.00
s. Street Lighting 3,700.00
t. Solid Waste Collection 50,093.00
u. Solid Waste Disposal 62,950.00
v. Inoculations 1,000.00
w. Welfare Administration 3,640.00
x. Welfare Vendor Payments 20,000.00
y. Parks and Recreation 19,966.00
z. Library 54,694.00
aa. Patriotic Purposes 15,500.00
bb. Community Center 45,229.00
cc. Other Conservation 785.00
dd. Interest on T.A.N. 4,000.00
Total $ 1,571,780.00
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Twenty Thousand Dollars
($20,000.00) for continued work by the Needs Assessment Committee and
provide funds for engineering and technical assistance for town improvement
projects. This is a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are spent or December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000) to fund the Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund. This article will
be withdrawn if Article 3 passes. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000) to fund the Highway Garage Capital Reserve Fund. This article will
be withdrawn if Article 3 passes. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000) to fund the Police Facility Capital Reserve Fund. This article will be
withdrawn if Article 3 passes. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000) to begin repairs and upgrade on the Town Sheds at their
current location. This will be null and void if Article 3 passes and is designated
a special warrant article for this warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget
Committee recommends.
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Bradford Planning Board to adopt
regulations to require preliminary conceptual consultation review of
subdivisions pursuant to RSA 674:35, 1 and preliminary conceptual
consultation review of site plans pursuant to RSA 674:43, 1.
1 1. To see if the Town will vote, in accordance with RSA 154: 1 :1(b), to establish
the following organizational structure for the Town of Bradford Fire
Department: A fire chief shall be appointed by the Board of Selectman, with
40
firefighters appointed by the Board of Selectman, upon recommendation of the
fire chief. By Petition. Majority vote required.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Dollars ($100) for the purpose of providing matching funds for any grants that
may become available to the Town of Bradford. This will be a non lapsing
appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are used
or on December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
1 3. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95-c to restrict
30% of the revenues collected from the town's recycling efforts to expenditures
for the purpose of equipment and programs related to recycling. Such revenues
and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known
as the Recycling Revolving Fund, separate from the general fund; Revolving
Fund shall not exceed Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) and any revenue
from recycling that would cause the balance in the Recycling Revolving Fund
to exceed $15,000 shall be deemed general fund revenue. Further, to designate
the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend the revenue deposited in the
Recycling Revolving Fund. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
14. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95 to restrict
revenues collected from programs offered by the Parks and Recreation
Department to expenditures for the purpose of funding such programs. Such
revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to
be known as the Parks and Recreation Revolving Fund, separate from the
general fund. Further, to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend
the revenue deposited in the Parks and Recreation Revolving Fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
15. To see if the Town will vote to combine the positions of Parks and Recreation
Director and Community Center Director into one full time position and
increase the budget by Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,000) to cover nine
months of additional wages and employee benefits for the expanded position.
This article will be designated a special warrant article for this warrant.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
16. To see if the Town will vote to include the Town Clerk/Tax Collector (an
elected official) in any salary considerations granted to town employees and to
raise and appropriate Nine Hundred and Six Dollars ($906.00) in 2007 to fund
this increase. This article will be designated a special warrant article for this
warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Two Thousand Seven
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($2,750.00) for Bradford, Newbury, Sutton Youth
Sports. This article will be designated a special warrant article for this warrant.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) for infrastructure improvements for the
Bradford Newbury Sutton Youth Sports non-profit organization. Proposed
improvements include the construction of a maintenance/storage facility at
Warren Brook Park, safety fencing for the softball field, roof repairs on the
Elementary School dugouts at Brown Shattuck Field, a new well at Warren
Brook Park , aeration and fertilization to all athletic fields, maintenance on the
mowing equipment and improvements to parking at Warren Brook Park. By
41
Petition. Selectmen do not recommend. Budget Committee does not
recommend.
19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) to fund the Fire Department Building repair fund. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Twenty Thousand
($20,000) to fund the Fire Department Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve. This
sum is to come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount is to be raised by
taxation. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund.
Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) to be added to the Town Emergency Repair Capital
Reserve Fund. This sum is to come from fund balance (surplus) and no amount
is to be raised by taxation. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty
Thousand dollars ($30,000) for the purpose of Road Sealant. This will be a non
lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds
are spent or December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Hundred
Forty Four Thousand Dollars ($644,000) for the replacement of the Jones Road
Bridge (#141/137) and acquisition of easements for the project. The
replacement is part of the municipal bridge replacement program with state
reimbursement of eighty percent ($582,400) and with Sixty One Thousand Six
Hundred Dollars ($61,600) to be raised by taxation. The total cost of this
project is $728,000 with $84,000 previously raised by taxation. This is a non
lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds
are spent or December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Six Hundred Forty Six
Thousand Forty Dollars ($646,040) to replace the West Meadow Bridge
(#099/120) under the municipal managed bridge program with money received
from the Federal Emergency Management Act ($71,942), the State of NH
Municipal managed bridge program ($401,869) and the balance One Hundred
Thousand Four Hundred and Sixty Seven Dollars ($100,467) to be raised by
taxation. This is a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are spent or December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends.
26. To see if the Town will accept the parcel identified as Map 6 lot 93B (. 1
3
acres) from the owners, David and Donna Duren to correct the intersection at
Center Road and Cheney Hill Road and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred ($3,500) to cover surveying and legal costs.
This article is designated a special warrant article for the purpose of this
warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
27. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Eight thousand Dollars
($8,000) for the repair of the abutments on the West Meadow Bridge
(#098/1 17). The town has received the sum of $6,869 (six thousand eight
hundred sixty nine dollars) from FEMA for this repair in 2006 with the balance
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of One Thousand One Hundred and Thirteen Dollars ($ 1 , 1 1 3) to be raised by
taxation. This is a non lapsing appropriation pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not
lapse until the funds are spent or December 31, 2012. Selectmen recommend.
Budget Committee recommends.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Two
Thousand Dollars ($62,000) to apply the final coat of paving on the portion of
Center Road repaired in 2006. This will be a non lapsing appropriation
pursuant to RSA 32:7 and will not lapse until the funds are spent or December
31, 2012. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
29. To see if the Town will withdraw Ten Thousand ($10,000) from the Town
Facility capital reserve for the purpose of installing a phone system to connect
all town departments. This article will be designated a special warrant article
for the purpose of this warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
30. To see if the Town will withdraw One Hundred Nineteen Thousand Dollars
($1 19,000) from the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve fund for the
purpose of purchasing a new 6 Wheel Dump Truck. This article will be
designated a special warrant article for the purpose of this warrant. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
3 1
.
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand One
Hundred Dollars ($9,100) to purchase a plow and accessories for a new 6
Wheel dump truck. This article will be designated a special warrant article for
the purpose of this warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee
recommends.
32. To see if the Town will vote to create a Road and Bridge repair capital reserve
fund with the Selectmen as agents to expend and to raise and appropriate
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to fund this reserve. Selectmen
recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
33. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) for the Town portion of the Lake Host Boat Launch program. This
article will be designated a special warrant article for the purpose of this
warrant. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Dollars ($3,000) to be added to the Gravestone Repair Expendable
Trust. Selectmen recommend. Budget Committee recommends.
35. To see if the town will go on record in support of effective actions by the
President and the Congress to address the issue of climate change which is
increasingly harmful to the environment and economy of New Hampshire and
to the future well being of the people of Bradford. These actions include:
a. Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of U.S. greenhouse
gas emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
b. Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid development of
sustainable energy technologies thereby stimulating new jobs and
investment.
In addition, the town of Bradford encourages New Hampshire citizens to work
for emission reductions within their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to
consider the appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend local
steps to save energy and reduce emissions. By Petition.
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36. To see if the Town will vote to accept reports of the Town Officers and to
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Chairman: Bob Foor / Phil LaMoreaux
Members: Marcia Keller, Barbara Vannatta, Bill Glennie, Susie Janicki, Edythe Craig,
Andrew Pinard (Selectmen's Representative)
Alternates: Jim Bibbo, Carol Meise
The Planning Board continues to meet twice each month on the second and fourth Tuesdays. The
board addresses applications, public hearings, and consultations during the first monthly meeting.
The second monthly meeting is a work session devoted to updating regulations, planning
documents and files.
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission has continued to provide Circuit
Rider planning services on Wednesdays from 10 A.M. until 2 P.M. The Circuit Rider also attends
the first Planning Board meeting of the month to act as a consultant to the Board. The Circuit
Rider service has continued to provide a valuable resource to the Board by providing resources to
public questions at town hall, researching policy when the Board handles new situations and
providing review of all major subdivisions.
Planning Board Chair Bob Foor resigned from the board November 14, 2006. Bob served as
Chair of the Planning Board for over seven years. Bob takes with him a level of efficiency and
knowledge that will be missed by members of the Board. Upon his resignation the board
appointed Phil LaMoreaux Chair and appointed Edythe Craig to fill Bob Foor's seat and to sit as
Vice Chair. Marge Cilley continues to provide an invaluable service to the community as the
secretary for the Planning Board. The duties of the position include preparation of the agenda for
meetings, mailing and posting of notices, preparation of meeting minutes and handling of
correspondences.
During 2006, the Planning Board approved one major subdivision, eight minor subdivisions, four
lot line adjustments, one voluntary merger of lots, two new site plans and two site plan
modifications. A total of 28 new lots were created. Additionally two gravel pit applications were
updated. One 9 lot subdivision approved with conditions in 2005 is in the final stages of site work
completion.
All subdivision applications and site plans continue to be sent out for professional review at the
expense of the applicant. Any subdivision that includes an internal road or cistern is reviewed by
a professional engineer. The Board coordinates with all Town departments throughout the
applications process, seeking feedback from the Fire Department, Police Department, Road




Bradford Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets at the Town hall at 7:00pm the first Tuesday of each
month.
The Bradford Zoning Ordinance and New Hampshire statutes authorize the board to grant Special
Exception, Variances, and hear appeals from Administrative Decisions. The need for an appeal is
referenced by the Building Inspector during the building permit process. Information is available
at the Town Hall.
During 2006, fourteen appeals were heard.
Thirteen were granted, six with some conditions to be met, usually involving the Planning Board
or building permits. One appeal was denied.
Individuals are encouraged to attend a regularly scheduled meeting for informal discussion about
the appeal process.
The Board is comprised of five elected members and up to five alternates. Alternates are always











This year, we will ask for another $3000 in the warrant article for Gravestone Repair. We began
work on the stones most in need of help, starting with the Baptist Church cemetery, then Presbury
for the storm damage, and several gravestones in Union cemetery that needed repair. This
depleted the currently available funds.
Some of our seventeen cemeteries still have family lots with little or no Care funds, dating from
the years when each family took care of its own lot. If you have a family lot with no Care Trust
Fund, the Trustees would encourage a one-time Trust Coverage to alleviate this situation. At
present, a portion of the lot purchase goes to the Town for the use of the lot and another portion
for the Care Trust Funds. The interest income from the Trusts and the Cemetery Maintenance
Funds cover much of the cost of the upkeep of the cemeteries.
Computerized block mapping of the layout of the cemeteries is continuing, with Marshall and
Howlett cemeteries completed. In addition to making plots much easier to find, it is giving a
further check on the accuracy of names and locations. Three other cemeteries still have to be
done, as well as copying the program for Presbury cemetery to match the existing program. Tree
work was done at Baptist Church Cemetery and the new sign put up. We hope to work on other
signs this year. We had eight burials this year, with two new lots sold.
Cemetery Rules and Regulations are posted at open cemeteries; Sunny Plain has a black box with
copies for distribution. Please take the time to read the Regulations, especially the notes for
shrubbery, flowers, ornaments and monuments. We have established opening and closing dates
for our active cemeteries:- April 1 and November 1, or as ground conditions permit.
We wish to thank Jarna and Gary Perkins, who have distributed Veterans flags for Memorial Day.
Please advise any of us if someone has been overlooked in this process.
We want to thank our superintendent Dick Moore for his excellent care of all of our cemeteries







A number of changes have occurred over the past year. Perhaps the biggest is the change from
New London Dispatch to Merrimack County Dispatch. During the budgeting process we had
added 5% for New London Dispatch. This was based on information from the year before that
yearly adjustments would be approximately 5% and we should use that as budgeting figure. We
later learned that our fees were going to be raised 64%. Needless to say this required an
examination of our dispatch fees.
The end result as I indicated is that we changed from New London to Merrimack County and
were able to reduce our costs. It did require some radio programming and a new base station.
These have been addressed and we are now up and running. The unfortunate part of this is that
we are using a report management system compatible with New London and the surrounding area
served by New London Dispatch. Merrimack County's system is different and not compatible.
We did not find this a deal breaker and opted for change.
I would like to publicly thank New London Police Department and Chief David Seastrand for his
support over the years.
Our personnel continue to do an outstanding job day in and day out. We have had days where
coverage has been problematic. So far we have been able to address these issues. We do need to
find a part time officer who can assist with our coverage issues. Over the summer Officer Ed
Shaugnessy heard a police pursuit coming in the town of Bradford. He demonstrated calm and
professionalism by clearing the Main Street and Rte 103 lights and holding traffic clear of the
intersection while clocking the suspect vehicle's at 1 13 miles per hour through the lights. Officer
Shaughnessy later was involved with arresting the suspect on Center Road. This is one example
of the work done by these Officers. I thank each and everyone of them for a job well done.
James S. Valiquet, Chief of Police
Bradford Fire Department
The year was basically quiet for the Fire Department. We had a busy span during the dry spring
responding to brush fires in Bradford and the surrounding communities. Then the weather
changed and we were busy during the floods that hit the state in May.
Afterwards, things quieted down and stayed that way for the rest of the year. This gave the
Department time to catch up on lingering maintenance issues and time to do more training.
It is still very disheartening to drive around Bradford and see so many buildings not identified
with their street numbers clearly displayed. We are hoping it will not take an unfortunate incident
for people to realize how important it is to have their property properly identified. Remember, if
we cannot find you we cannot help you in case of an emergency.
Respectfully submitted,




























The Bradford Rescue Squad responded to many calls in 2006 - including medical emergencies,
motor vehicle crashes and other trauma, and assistance at fire scenes - in Bradford and portions
of Sutton and Newbury, where we provide patient transport in support of the talented members of
Sutton Rescue and Newbury FAST.
The squad continues to struggle with manpower issues and is vigorously seeking individuals who
have an EMT license, or are willing train, to ensure our ongoing ability to provide ambulance
service.
While our squad is a completely volunteer organization the 'job' is far from thankless - in fact,
the thanks you often get are very heartfelt.
We would like to thank everyone for their continued support and wish you a healthy year.
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of
Forests & Lands work collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire
Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State
law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning unless the ground is
completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also
prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire
department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open
burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest
resources. For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-
2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity was very high during the first several weeks of the 2006 fire season, with red-flag
conditions issued by the National Weather Service and extreme fire danger in many sections of
the state. The largest forest fire during this period occurred in late April and burned 98 acres. The
extremely dry conditions in spring resulted in over twice the amount of acreage burned than in all
of 2005. Our statewide system of fire lookout towers is credited with keeping most fires small
and saving several structures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities.
Fires in the wild land urban interface damaged 6 structures, a constant reminder that forest fires
burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from
spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and
pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of flammable
materials. Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at
www.firewise.org . Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the state's Forest
Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
Acres
# of Fires
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED Total Fires Total Acres
Arson
Emergency Management
The Capital Area Public Health Network (CAPHN) is a collaborative of municipalities and health
and human service agencies in the capital area. It encompasses the 23 municipalities in the
Concord Hospital service area: Allenstown, Barnstead, Boscawen, Bow, Bradford, Canterbury,
Chichester, Concord, Deering. Dunbarton, Epsom, Henniker, Hillsborough, Hopkinton, Loudon,
Northwood, Pembroke, Pittsfield, Warner, Washington, Weare, Webster, and Windsor.
The CAPHN is currently working to develop a regional plan to respond to public health
emergencies. The plan will address an event as large as a pandemic avian flu, a smaller scale
event such as a Hepatitis A outbreak or a terrorist incident such as Smallpox or Anthrax. These
plans will cover all individuals living in the Concord Hospital service area.
Responses to public health emergencies could include the following:
1
.
Opening a clinic to provide medications or vaccinations to a portion of the population.
2. Supporting quarantine for a person who has been exposed to a contagious disease.
3. Supporting isolation for a person who is sick from a contagious disease.
4. Expanding the local medical capacity by opening an acute care center
5. Developing a plan to deal with mass fatalities
6. Communicating with the public on how to stay healthy and safe.
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Bradford Building Department
Bradford, in 2006, issued seven permits for new homes and one permit for a commercial
property, along with many permits for additions, storage units, decks, and of course many repairs.
In June of this year Charles Meany III , (Chip), who had been our Building Inspector for ten years
resigned . We would like to thank Chip for the years of service to his community.
In June, Edwin Fowler was hired as Building Inspector/ Code Enforcement Officer, having
retired from years with the Army Corp of Engineers. The hours for the inspector have been
expanded to include office hours by appointment.
The secretary for the Building Department can provide you with any forms you need to complete
a building application, help you with information, or make an appointment with the Building




The winter was uneventful but the floods on Mother's Day in May caused extensive damage.
Blaisdell Lake Road, Forest Street, Main Street and Jewett Road had major damage.
The large road project was rebuilding Center Road from Cheney Hill Road to Cressy Road, but
was behind schedule due to the floods and gravel problems. Most of the maintenance, mowing,
ditch cleaning, and culverts being replaced were done late but completed.
We chip sealed Fairgrounds Road from Main Street up to Pleasant View Road and High Street.











BRADFORD TRANSFER/RECYCLING STATION ORDINANCE
Section 1. Definitions
A. Waste Materials
a. Glass shall mean all empty glass containers reasonably clean glass products.
b. Ceramics shall mean all dishes, bathroom fixtures and other items made from
kiln fired clay
c. Scrap metal shall mean recyclable steel, aluminum, copper, brass zinc and
lead
d. household trash shall mean garbage and all other waste material not being
recycled and small enough to be disposed of in a compactor.
e. Prohibited waste shall mean all materials-hazardous, or otherwise, that may
not be disposed of at the transfer/recycling station
f. Brush shall mean tree cuttings, slash and waste tree wood not larger than 5"
in diameter.
g. Combustible building waste shall mean clean wood building construction or
demolition waste. This definition specifically excludes shingles, tar paper,
cardboard, upholstered furniture, mattresses, sheet rock, rubber, insulation,
plastics or any other non wood product.
h. Organic waste shall mean leaves, pine needles, shrubbery clippings, and
other decomposable waste,
i. Recyclable waste shall mean any waste material that can be separated and
returned to the market place and for which designated areas are provided,
including glass, scrap metal newspapers, waste oil, clothing and plastic
containers.
B. Illegal disposal shall mean
1
.
Disposal of waste other than in designated areas within the station
2. Disposal of waste outside the gates or its surrounding areas when the station
is closed.
3. Disposal of prohibited waste
C. All other terms as defined by RSA 149 and rules adopted there under
Section 2. Operating Hours
A. Shall be Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday - 10:00am to 5:00pm.
B. Winter hours will be posted if necessary
C. The station will be closed Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
Section 3. Authorized Users
A. Bradford Residents
B. Bradford Non Resident - Property Owners
C. Non Resident contractors, disposing of brush, building, janitorial or demolition waste
for authorized resident or non resident users.
Section 4. Admittance
A. All authorized users will be allowed access to the station during posted hours by
permit only
B. Permanent permits will be issued to residents and non-resident property owner
C. Temporary permits will be issued by the Selectmen's Office to non-resident
contractors
D. Persons renting property on a short term or seasonal basis to vactioners will be issued
permits at the request of the owner. These permits will be posted on placards
identifying the owner and property. Bona fide guests will be admitted to the facility
upon presentation of said permit.
Section 5. Separating trash
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A. This ordinance requires that all waste material deemed recyclable be separated and
placed in containers or areas designated by the attendant
Section 6. Burning
A. The only materials that may be burned are brush and clean combustible building
waste. All burning will be in accordance with NH. Air Resources Commission, under
the direction of the district Fire Warden.
Section 7. Legal Disposal
A. Authorized users may dispose of waste materials other than items prohibited
providing they place materials in containers or areas designated by signs or by













Disposal of hazardous materials (as defined by the state and federal regulations),
brush or trees larger than 5" in diameter, boulders, stumps, sewage, dead animals,
explosive materials, ashes or junk cars is prohibited. Household trash mixed with
materials this ordinance requires to be recycled shall be refused.
The transfer/recycling attendant or his designee is hereby authorized to enforce
provisions of this ordinance, including authority to prohibit access to the transfer
station, to inspect all waste materials in the transfer station and to report all violations
to the selectmen.
The selectmen may access the following penalties for each violation of Section 1. B.
or the ordinance (Illegal Disposal) upon written report of the attendant ro his
designee:
a. First offense - written warning
b. Second offense - $15.00 fine for each violation
c. Third Offense - $50.00 fine for each violation
d. Fourth and subsequent Offenses - $100.00 for each violation
All funds collected under this section will be placed in the general fund.
The selectmen may access a penalty of $100.00 dollars against any person who enters
the transfer station during non operating hours.
In addition to the penalties authorized in Section 9 paragraph A. persons depositing
hot ashes in any container or in anyway so as to cause a fire shall be liable for
damages and costs to the town.
All waste material deposited at the transfer/recycling station becomes town property.
All revenues from the sale of any reclaimed waste are the town of Bradford Revenues
and become part of the general fund.
This ordinance is not meant to precluded posted fees for disposal of individual items.
This ordinance was approved by the March 2006 Town Meeting. This established mandatory
recycling for the Town of Bradford
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Bradford Parks and Recreation
Parks and Recreation had another busy year. French's Park clean up took place on May 20th with
a hard working crew, but unfortunately, due to high waters, our clean up continued with every
flooding. The high waters also caused some damage to the swim line which will have to be
replaced in 2007. We'd like to thank Heather Labelle, Jon Cook, Fritz Von Beren, Gary Perkins,
and the Beaton Family for taking care of the swim line this year. Additional signage was added to
the Park to meet law changes within the state. Another grill was purchased and will be in place
for the spring of 2007.
The 4th of July weekend was busy with our third annual beef roast and street dance. Forty-six
people registered for the Red Cross Blood Drive while the Cow Flop Bingo was happening on the
Lake Sunapee Bank lawn. The winners of the Cow Flop Bingo were 1st prize, Dawn Rich and
2nd prize, Kim Lowe. Our parade float entry of French's Park, complete with water and
swimmers, took first place! The Bradford Batonnettes also performed in the parade.
The Red Cross Swimming Program was held during the last two weeks of July. Although it was
only two weeks later than usual, the weather and water were much warmer. Instructor Nicole
Wallace added two additional swim classes to accommodate the 61 participants.
The Pond and Stream Safari Program took place one morning during swim lessons at French's
Park. Sponsored by the Lake Sunapee Protection Association, participants were able to gather
tiny creatures from the water with the help of nets and buckets and then learn the creature's
identities. Another program sponsored by the Lake Sunapee Protection Association was Lake
Sunapee' s Secrets. Participants had classroom time to learn more about watersheds, then spent
time on the boat at Sunapee taking water samples, testing the ph, and the depth of the water.
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Bradford Fun Day was the best yet! This event sponsored by Parks and Recreation and the
Kearsarge Area Preschool had families hanging out at Brown Shattuck Field for a day of family
fun. In addition to the hayrides, games, crafts, and food, we had a full day with DJ Bud Duclos
providing music and being our emcee for the day. Pop corn, sno cones, and cotton candy were
also available this year! The New England K9 Search and Rescue did a program on Lost Proofing
Your Child and did a live demonstration with their rescue dogs. Several critters from Reptiles on
the Move, including alO foot snake and a 5 foot alligator were available for everyone to see and
touch. Mr. Phil who showed us a little magic and made lots of balloon hats, ended the days
festivities.
The Halloween Party at the BACC was well attended with approximately 150 attendees having
dinner at the Grave Yard Diner. The Bradford Police Department judged the decorated and
carved pumpkin contest.
During the year we offered painting classes, line dance classes and attended some Fisher Cats
games.
We look forward to another successful year in 2006. If you have any suggestions or ideas for
future events or activities, or if you would like to donate some time to Parks and Recreation,
please give our Director a call at 938-6228.
Jane Lucas, Chairperson William Lucas Beth Von Beren Erica Gross
Jim Pickman Joni Pickman Jim Allen Dawn Allen
Jim Raymond Margaret Lucas-Raymond, Secretary Deb Flinkstrom
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Report of the Brown Memorial Library
Brown Memorial Library is now open Sundays! For many years there have been requests for the
Library to be open on Sundays, but the money was not there. In 2006 Katrina Jacobsen donated
the funds to support opening the Library on Sundays, on a one year trial basis. The experiment
was very popular, and this year the Budget Committee approved an increase to support Sunday
hours in the Library budget to present to Town Meeting. Thank you, Mrs. Jacobsen for your great
generosity, encouragement, and vision.
The librarians, with help from the Friends of the Brown Memorial Library and many volunteers,
presented a variety of programs at the Library. Every Wednesday morning stories are read to
younger kids. At Easter time there is the Easter egg hunt, and in December Santa visits. The
Friends sponsored a reading by "Young Area Poets" in June. The summer reading program
featured Egypt - Tombs and Mummies. The "Book to Movie" discussion series shows a different
movie each month, with multiple copies of the books available in advance; also check out the
International Film series with monthly offerings from around the globe.
In October on the evening of Friday the 13th, "Eyes on Owls" was presented by Marcia and Mark
Wilson to a rapt audience packing the Bradford Elementary School gym. The program was jointly
sponsored by the Library and the Conservation Commission. With magnificent live owls, and
people practicing their different calls, it was a hoot!
The ongoing "book sale", organized and run by volunteers in support of the Library, has been
very popular. Open Saturdays on many holiday weekends and by chance throughout the year, it is
a great opportunity to stock up your reading shelf, recycle good books for others to enjoy, and
make a donation to support the Library.
1,232 new titles were added to the collection in 2006, including 397 video and audio tapes and
discs, and 835 books. There are three computers with high speed internet connection available for
public use, and public wireless internet service during library hours. If you are looking for a book
or for information old or new, stop in and ask the librarians; if a book is not in the collection it
may be available through inter-library loan from across the state. Library hours are: Monday
10am to 8pm, Wednesday 10am to 7pm, Saturday 10am to 3pm, and Sunday 1 lam to 3pm.










Friends of Brown Memorial Library
Friends' member Jan Riley organized 4th graders in a community service
project-preparing more than 700 eggs for the annual Easter Egg Hunt.
In 2006, the Friends of Brown Memorial Library continued the Annual Easter Egg Hunt
and Storytime; and sponsored "Tombs and Mummies," a summer reading program. A
special event, Young Poets Readfrom Their Work featured award-winning poets
Rosemary Bateman, Emily Anderson and Andrew Thompson from Kearsarge Regional
and Katherine Skylar Losik from John Stark Regional High Schools, who read their own
original poetry. The Friends purchased the 2006 edition of Culturegrams, two computer
chairs, and through a generous donation from a member of the Friends, contributed funds
to buy a new outdoor library lantern. Books on Wheels continues to provide library
services to people unable to physically visit the library. Contact the library or Bea Howe
at 938-2955 to use this service.
Librarian Meg Fearnley read stories during Tombs & Mummies,
















































Bradford Area Community Center
In 2006 several technology upgrades were made. The Senior Room has a wallmounted projection
screen, overhead projector, and surround sound system installed. A new DVD and VCR player, as
well as a new receiver, which will accommodate a computer, have been added to the room. New
darkening shades have been added for daylight projection viewing. The Community Center also
obtained a certificate of license from the Motion Picture Licensing Corporation for the right to
publicly show VCRs and DVDs.
The computer classes will start up again with the assistance of 5 new computers. The computers
have up to date software, wireless DSL connection, and are networked with new laser and inkjet
printers. Instruction can be viewed from a 27" LCD TV monitor that is mounted on the wall.
The Community Center assisted the Bradford Newbury Sutton Youth Sports by sponsoring
criminal background checks on all the coaches and continued to assist the Bradford Bridge with
the out of town paper distribution.
During the school break in December, the Community Center offered three days of crafts and
games and offered a movie on one day. This was well attended by children and adults.
The Kearsarge Area Preschool, Mountain View Senior Center, and the public joined together to
make stepping stones for a new walkway to the playground in the back of the building.
Additional landscaping was done for more beautification.
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A major undertaking was the replacement of the floor in the preschool room due to some sub
flooring issues. Bruss Construction donated their time and employees to prepare the floor for new
tile.
In addition to Bruss Construction, the BACC would like to thank Charlene Harris, Edythe Craig,
John Drusendahl, Gary Perkins, Addy Stewart, Dawn Pettiglio, Fritz Von Beren of FVB
Landscaping, and Bill Lucas of Lucas Electric for all their continued support.
The Community Center wishes to thank Bryan Ayars for all his help and assistance as a former
committee member.
The Bradford Area Community Center is dedicated to providing services which will enhance the
lives of area residents in a safe, convenient and supportive environment. Through the Community
Action Program, Kearsarge Area Preschool, Parks and Recreation, and the Community Center,
many services are provided for socialization, education, recreation and health care. In addition,
many other organizations use the Community Center, offering their services to the community.
The Center provides excellent space for all sorts of events: birthday parties, showers, wedding
receptions, political functions, and meetings. Please contact the office for rates and availability of
room rentals. Activities and services offered are posted in the building, town website, cable, local
media, as well as our monthly newspaper, The Bradford Bridge.
Feel free to contact the office (938-6228) or e-mail bacc@mcttelecom.com . Our thanks to our
Director, Jarna Perkins and Edythe Craig, our volunteer administrative assistant, for all they do
for the community center.
Dawn Rich, Chair, Maryse Conway, Vice-Chair, Martha Barron, Secretary, Fred Hubley,
Treasurer, Jane Lucas, Deputy Treasurer, John Bruss, Ona Ruchti, Desmond Skillings, Robert
Stewart and Jim Valiquet.
*»WJE
East Main Street with Post Office (relocated as the Historical Society) and Danforth's Store
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Bradford Conservation Commission
The Bradford Conservation Commission was established in 1969. Its purpose is to compile
information on the Town's watersheds and other natural resources, to become familiar with State
and Federal regulations concerning such, and to advise the Selectmen, Planning Board, and other
local committees and boards on environmental issues. A conservation commission is a valuable
source of information for the other municipal organizations, all of which have other primary
responsibilities.
The Conservation Commission commented to the Planning Board and the ZBA where appropriate
on some of the new or proposed lots and subdivisions in town. The Master Plan update was
completed this year by the Planning Board with additional involvement by the commission on the
mapping information. On the State level, wetlands and shore land protection regulations are
constantly changing with new information arriving monthly.
Voters at last year's town meeting decided to permanently protect the historic/recreational/and
natural resource values of the Bradford Bog/Bradford Springs Hotel properties. With the
assistance of Perry Teele and Beales Associates, the lots were surveyed and recorded. The
Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust will begin work on the wording of the easement in
January. A public hearing will be announced.
The new trail map that was begun in 2005 was completed. This map is a reformulation of the
years of research of Perry Teele and the mapmaking expertise of Bill Duffy. The map is available
through the Brown Memorial Library.
Our annual autumnal Bradford Bog boardwalk repairs were accomplished in one day of fine
weather.
The Commission joined efforts with the Brown Memorial Library to bring a presentation on Owls
to the Elementary school in October, the slide show and live owls were fascinating. More than
150 people attended, and half the hooters were kids. Another program is planned for the spring.
If you have questions or concerns about wetlands, pollution or lake front issues, contact a
commission member.
Members: Ann Eldridge - chair Chris Way
Meg Fearnley - treasurer Perry Teele
Andrea Lamoreaux-secretary Phil Lamoreaux
Matilda Wheeler, honorary lifetime member
Eugene Schmidt, honorary lifetime member




The Bradford Historical Society was established to collect, preserve, and display information
form Bradford's past to the present and is open to everyone. The Old Post Office and the
Schoolhouse at the Center are both owned by the Historical Society. The Old Post Office is
usually open Saturdays in the warm months from 1:30 to 3:00 and other times by appointment. It
houses many albums, collections, artifacts, and is a meeting place. The contents are available for
research or browsing. Inquiries come from many parts of the United States as well as locally. The
summer of 2006 there was an exhibit at the building featuring the Bradford/Newbury Fair.
This year we have twenty three new accessions, including further genealogy, broadsides, 1938
hurricane pictures, old Bradford postcards, a picture of the Bellevue Hotel, a Bradford Braves
shirt, a "Police Court of the District of Bradford" iron stamp, and other artifacts, pictures, records
and papers.
Available are a few copies of Two Hundred, Plus, Bradford in Retrospect, and the genealogy,
Early Families of Bradford as well as notepaper and the 2007 calendar of old Bradford scenes.
Also some Giant Pumpkin Seeds.
The Old Post Office was moved in 1979 from near the railroad tracks to the location by the
transfer station. It is a small building, not temperature controlled, and space is limited. We find
many Bradford items leaving town. This is the time for the Society to work to erect a larger,
safer, convenient building with minimal upkeep for the invaluable town archives and ephemera
stored there. With the goal of building soon, the front Marshall lot was cleared, has been
bushwhacked and mowed for two years, and inspected to suggest solutions to the drainage, one
swale ditched and the results will be noted. Stakes have been placed to indicate the general
building site. Various building plans are being studied.
To all those who donated, we are grateful that these items stay in our town where everyone is
welcome to look at them. Please remember your town historical society when you are cleaning
out old pictures and papers. History is very like a jigsaw puzzle and you may have the finishing
piece. If you have any interest in Bradford's past, there will be something in the materials
available at the Old Post Office for you enjoyment.
979 - Moving the Old Post Office - Now the Bradford Historical Society
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Town of Bradford Scholarship Committee
Joshua Allen, son of Dawn and James Allen was the recipient of the 2006 Town of Bradford
School Scholarship. He graduated from Kearsarge Regional High School and is attending
Plymouth State University in New Hampshire. Joshua was very active in school activities, sports
and assisting in Bradford Parks and Recreation events.
This scholarship fund, created in 1961, has given out many scholarships over the years to young
Bradford students who are furthering their education. In order for high school students to apply
they should meet the following requirements:
• Live in Bradford
• Must be furthering their education in a university, college, school of
nursing or technical institute
• Submit a typed written application telling the committee about their
academic goals, extra curricular and community activities and how
living in Bradford has help promote these goals.
The above information about the scholarship is available each year in the Guidance Departments
of our local high schools and newspapers. Bradford students interested in applying for the 2007
scholarship should contact their high school guidance department and send their written
application to Dawn Rich, P.O. Box 225, Bradford, NH 03221 no later than April 30, 2007.
Funds for our scholarship are available due to the support of friends and businesses in our local
area. Bradford Business Association membership continues to support our fund. We thank Jane
Lucas and her birthday guests with their donations to our fund in celebration of her very special
birthday. A generous donation from Marlene and Karl Scribner was sincerely appreciated. The
committee can always count on the support and guidance of Cheryl Behr, our administrative
assistant and Everett Kittredge, trustee for the scholarship fund,. Thank you, Cheryl and Everett.
For this scholarship to continue we need your tax deductible donations. Please assist us in giving
our Bradford students a scholarship to further their education. Please mail all donations to the
following:
The Bradford Scholarship Committee
Bradford Town Hall
P. O. Box 436
Bradford, NH 03221-0436
Thank you all on behalf of the Bradford studentsfor yourfinancial support.
Elizabeth Bouley, Mary Keegan Dayton, Dawn Rich
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Needs Assessment Committee
Following the failure of the proposal by the Needs Assessment Committee (NAC) to purchase
and renovate the Valley Transportation property at the 2006 Town Meeting, the Committee was
recalled and reinstated to review the needs outlined and to develop a recommended solution.
While the full committee met at least twice each month beginning in April 2006, several sub-
committees also met and revisited the Valley proposal, looked at facilities in other towns,
considered other locations in Bradford, researched grant possibilities, developed long term
funding proposals, and worked with professional help to prepare preliminary designs. This
information was presented at the bi-monthly meetings while the communications sub-committee
transmitted the deliberations to the public through handouts, newspaper articles, and additional
public meetings.
After review, discussion, and considerable deliberation by the 19 members, the NAC was
unanimous in its findings and recommendations. The committee's conclusions support last year's
findings concerning the town's needs. The town highway department sheds have deteriorated to
the point where they are unsafe. The police department facilities are inadequate in both size and
design for Bradford's safety and public well-being. The renovation of the Town Hall is overdue
by several decades.
The Committee recommends the construction of a new highway garage and a new police station.
Each building will be designed specifically for the needs of those departments. To minimize cost,
the committee recommends that both buildings be built on land that the town already owns and
designed so that septic and water facilities can be shared by the two buildings. The committee
recommends that the Town Hall be renovated to improve town administrative offices and regain
the use of the second floor for town functions.
The construction program will take approximately 2
being drawn down over this period of time.
2 Vi years to complete with the bond funds
In 1979, the estimated cost to upgrade and replace a new highway garage was $49,000. The Town
failed to approve this proposal. Construction costs have increased considerably since that time.
Both construction costs and interest rates are anticipated to rise in the near future.
The Needs Assessment Committee's recommendation is unanimous: Move ahead quickly with
the construction of all three facilities. Your neighbors who serve on this Committee are:
Annie Ball, Secretary
Dick Keller, Chair
George Cilley, Interim Co-Chair
Marge Cilley
Carol Conforti-Adams






Marcia Keller, Temp. Sec.












"Moose Plate" Conservation License Plate Grant
Through efforts of the Bradford Needs Assessment Town Hall Grant Subcommittee, the Town of
Bradford was awarded a $10,000 "Moose Plate" Conservation License Plate grant from the NH
Division of Historical Resources. The grant is intended to preserve and readapt Bradford's
historic Town Hall (listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1980).
History
Bradford was incorporated in 1787. In 1796 monies were appropriated and a site chosen for a
new meetinghouse. In 1797, the meetinghouse (the present Town Hall) was built at Bradford
Center (on Rowe Mountain Road). When railroads came to town in 1844 and the center of town
shifted to Main Street, the 1797 meetinghouse was dismantled and rebuilt in 1863 at its current
location, 75 West Main Street. Throughout Town Hall's history, changes have occurred in both
its physical plant and use, including the addition of a stage in 1906 where Vaudevillian
performers entertained. People came to lectures, exhibitions, and concerts; watched movies;
attended school plays, graduations, dances and local theatrical performances. Pre-school and
kindergarten children attended school; townspeople came to deliberate Town Meeting warrant
articles and to vote. Town offices and a police department redefined the interior in recent years.
Town Hall's Future
Town Hall is one of Bradford's oldest buildings. The "Moose Plate" grant is a beginning to
prevent the building from further deterioration; and to develop a multi-phase rehabilitation plan
that brings the building up to current codes and standards (including handicapped accessibility)
with sensitivity to the building's architectural heritage. Preserving Town Hall will insure that the
building will continue to serve generations of Bradford residents as a center for governmental,
town, civic, and cultural activities.
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Bradford Independence Day Committee
The BIDC would like to thank all of the people who supported the Independence Day Celebration
Atlas Fireworks will be putting on the fireworks show again this year at the cost of $10,000.00
(ten thousand dollars). The remaining $5,000.00, (five thousand dollars) will go toward the
parade and the activities at Brown Shattuck field.
Many thanks go to all the people who have helped make this celebration happen, especially Barry
Wheeler who has so generously donated the use of his property to launch the fire works.
Respectfully Submitted by the BIDC
Marlene Freyler
Jane Lucas
Beth Ann Von Beren
Participating Organizations: First Baptist Church, Bradford Woman's Club, Bradford Area






Behind the Candlelite Inn
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Kearsarge Area Preschool
2006-2007 Board of Directors: Elizabeth Labbe, President; Maureen O'Keefe, Vice President;
Jacqui Cahill, Secretary; Claire Vannatta, Treasurer; Desmond Skillings, Representative to
BACC; Jennifer Critch, Karen Strickland, and Gwen Ware, Officers.
One of the big changes for the Kearsarge Area Preschool in 2006 was that we bid farewell to
teacher's assistant Sheri Olsen (now Valiquet) in January. The "cooperative" in "parent
cooperative" worked beautifully as parents pitched in to help Directing Teacher Lyn Betz in the
classroom until a replacement could be hired. We welcomed Melissa Gambino to our staff at the
end of January, and for some families it was a reunion rather than a new meeting. Melissa has
fifteen years of experience working with young children and families, both in Hawaii and in the
Kearsarge region, and she "clicked" with K.A.P. from Day One.
Fifteen K.A.P. students "graduated" and started at area kindergartens in September. We hear from
our alumni and their families that the new kindergarten teachers at K.R.E.S. at Bradford are
fantastic and the children are loving learning at the "big school."
Though our program closes for the summer, K.A.P. organized the second annual Fun Run for the
town's smallest athletes at the Bradford Independence Day celebration as well as providing crafts
and activities for children during the morning. In the classroom, Bruss Construction replaced the
tile section of our floor, which now looks great!
We also thank the BACC and the KRES Bradford janitorial staff, who provided protective feet on
our chairs and tables and waxed the floors over the December break.
In other facility improvements, our playground now has a beautiful walkway paved with stepping
stones made by the children and volunteers from the Mountain View Senior Center. Our special
appreciation to Jarna Perkins for organizing this project, and for all she does to keep our room
and the building in good working order.
Our website has a new address, www.kearsaroeareapreschool.org , and we are grateful to Janice
Loz of Screaming Woman Design for donating her services as our new webmaster. Additional
information about the school, as well as registration forms for the 2007-2008 school year, are
available on line.
Submitted by Lyn Betz, Director/Teacher and Elizabeth Labbe, President, Board of Directors
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Milfoil Mitigation Program
The net was put in by mid May across the North end of the cove in Lake Massasecum. The
Milfoil crew started their five week summer schedule in early July. The crew harvested the
milfoil in the north cove, but not in the plots the State had suction harvested last year.
The State biologist came back again this year with their "Suction Harvester" in late July and
August. He spent 10 days clearing their designated plots. The state will monitor their areas next
year with divers.
The Lake Hosts were stationed at the boat ramp and provided boater information, did inspections
and assisted in an overall effort to continue and control the milfoil also other exotic weeds into
Lake Massasecum also to prevent the spread to other lakes.
The success of this program once again remains dependent on the support of NHDES and the
Town Of Bradford. The lakeside volunteers remain willing and able to maintain and monitor the







The Candlelite Inn was again the location for our annual tea with red hats abound. Some of the
other meetings included the making and displaying beautiful quilts, the benefits of the Bradford
Rescue Squad, computer instruction and back by popular demand, hair and makeup tips.
Community Projects
We continue with the garden maintenance in Bicentennial Park and will be adding a small granite
bench for people to sit and enjoy the flowers
The swim program that is co-sponsored with Parks and Recreation had another successful year.
This is coordinated by Jarna Perkins and Jane Lucas.
Fund raisers to support our community projects include:
Our sausage and pepper booth at the July 4th Celebration was enjoyed by many people, young
and old.
In November our Annual Holiday Craft and Antiques Fair sparkled with color and new
consigners. It was a big success and supported by local residents.
A sale of flower bulbs for spring planting is planned.
The prizes awarded on the Sophie Burke raffle were an Italian Dinner Basket, a Needlepoint
Christmas Tree Skirt, a Gift Certificate to the Appleseed Restaurant and an adorable wooden
birdhouse.
We held our first annual Holiday Party, just for fun. This will certainly be repeated next year and
many years to come. Jim Allen, again, was our wonderful Santa when we coordinated this years
story hour and tree lighting with the library committee.
The BWC cookbook is now completely sold out and we are looking to reprint it in the spring.
Our BWC Scholarship was awarded to Heidi Slatunas, a member of the Bradford Rescue Squad.
This was our first award to a woman going back to college.
This year we are pleased to welcome several new members. We also lost Estelle Rooney, age 90,
who was a valued member of our club who attended meetings all this year.
The Clough Care Center welcomed us in September for their annual birthday party with smiles all
around.
The BWC has changed several days and hours to accommodate our many working members. It






In 2006 Bradford, Newbury, Sutton Youth Sports (BNSYS) provided team-based athletic
opportunities for area youth. In the spring and summer there were 199 participants in the Baseball
and Softball program. This was an increase of over 30% from 2005. In the fall, the Soccer
program welcomed 156 children. This was an increase of over 20% from a year ago.
During the summer of 2006 BNSYS hosted the first Annual Cougar Baseball Camp which was
run by Kearsarge High School coach Rob Bennett, his staff and members of the High School
team. In its first year, there were 25 participants. We look forward to the continued success of this
camp.
Another exciting event held for the first time, was the 100 inning game. This event kicked off the
beginning of the Baseball season by inviting area towns to compete in this fun-filled tournament
hosted by BNSYS. We look forward to hosting this event again in 2007.
In 2006, BNSYS opened the new Softball field at Warren Brook Park. The funds to build this
new facility were generously donated by area individuals and businesses. We thank everyone for
their wonderful support.
The Soccer program continues to grow and flourish. In the hot August sun, BNSYS again hosted
the Major League Soccer Camp, which brought in professional Soccer players to help over 75 of
our area youth improve their skills.
In the Fall of 2006, BNSYS hosted the third through sixth grade girl's Soccer tournament to end
the year. Several nearby towns were invited to participate. We are pleased to announce that our
BNSYS girls took home third place in the event.
BNSYS continues to maintain a strong presence in community events. Our yearly fundraising
event at the Fourth of July celebration was once again a huge success. Additionally, BNSYS
cooked up sausage and hot dogs at the Newbury Old Home Day as well as at the Fall Festival
event sponsored by the Newbury Recreation Committee.
Our largest fundraising event is the Annual BNSYS Golf tournament. This year's event was our
most successful ever. Many thanks to all those who contributed and participated in the event.
New this past year is the BNSYS web-site which provides an informative overview of all the
happenings with the area youth sports. Our home-page can be found at www.bnsys.org .
BNSYS is fortunate to have wonderful facilities available to us. Warren Brook Park, where our
Babe Ruth Baseball, T-Ball, Softball and Soccer games are played, is owned by the organization.
Our Baseball and Soccer games for younger children are played at the Elementary School fields
and the Brown-Shattuck Park in Bradford. BNSYS maintains all of these facilities used during
our seasons.
Upcoming projects and purchases for this year include:
• A new storage shed and maintenance facility at the Warren Brook Park
• Additional fencing for the Softball field
• A well to provide water at Warren Brook Park
Repairs to the roofs on the dug-outs and Snack Shack at the Elementary Fields
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• New uniforms and equipment needed for all the youth programs
BNSYS is a volunteer organization that relies heavily on community support. In the past, most of
that support has come from contributions from individuals, families and businesses. While we
will continue to reach out for volunteers in the area, we will also be asking the Towns of
Bradford, Newbury and Sutton for some additional financial support as well. It is our goal to
provide the best quality sports opportunities to our area youth, while reinforcing the concepts of
sportsmanship and team participation.
Our current Board of Directors includes:
Ed Andersson Secretary
Jane Bready Fundraiser
Tina Desfosses Softball Director
Jen Dow Soccer Director
Diane Gadoury Treasurer









28 Commercial Street > Concord, New Hampshire 03301
phone: (603) 226-6020 fax: (603) 226-6023 internet: www.cnhrpc.org
Established in accordance with state law, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning
Commission (CNHRPC) is a voluntary association of 20 communities in Merrimack and
Hillsborough Counties. The Town of Bradford is a member in good standing of the Commission.
The Commission's mission is to improve, through education, training, and planning assistance,
the ability of the municipalities of the region to prepare and implement municipal plans; to
prepare a plan for effective and appropriate development and utilization of the resources of the
region; and to assist municipalities in carrying out the regional plan.
The Commission also provides a variety of planning services, including consultations on planning
issues; planning research; sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; access to
Census information and other data sources; grant information; review and comment on planning
documents; development review; and educational programs. Membership also entitles a
community to affordable master planning assistance, geographic information systems (GIS)
mapping, build-out analysis preparation, and other land use and transportation planning-related
assistance.
On behalf of the Town of Bradford in 2006, CNHRPC staff:
• Provided circuit rider services to the Planning Board, attending Planning Board meeting,
holding office hours during the day, conducting research, coordinating with other Town
boards and officials regarding applications and other issues, responding to questions from
the public and applicants, assisting with organizing files, correspondence and escrow
account tracking, reviewing subdivision and site applications, reviewing proposed
subdivision regulations changes, and other duties as required.
• Assisted the Planning Board in completing and adopting the Master Plan.
• Revised Master Plan maps.
• Coordinated printing and distribution of Master Plan.
• Researched mandatory design review question and drafted an ordinance for mandatory
design review. Also researched questions about 1 lot in 2 towns, public noticing, and
amendments to subdivision regulations.
In addition to the local services described above, in 2006 the Central New Hampshire Regional
Planning Commission:
• Held five Commission meetings (in February, April, June, September, and November)
with programs on agricultural preservation with Commissioner Taylor of the NH
Department of Agriculture, regulatory takings with the staff counsel from LCG, the NH
Department of Transportation long range planning effort, workforce housing, and
technology for micro business development. Commission meetings are open to the public
and interested citizens are encouraged to attend.
• Provided general local planning assistance to member municipalities and responded to
inquiries regarding zoning ordinance, subdivision regulation, and site plan review
regulation revisions.
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• Coordinated sub-regional workshops related to Planning Board process and general land
use/transportation planning issues.
• Coordinated three meetings of the CNHRPC Regional Resource Conservation Committee
(R2C2). The R2C2 seeks to bring representatives of each of the region's communities
and conservation organizations together to work on conservation and natural resource
issues that affect the overall region.
• Conducted nearly 200 traffic counts throughout the region.
• Finalized the update of the FY 2007-2016 Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) and participated in the development of the New Hampshire Transportation
Business Plan, a CAC-written plan that is a 25-year vision that will serve to advance
transportation, economic development, land use and environmental goals throughout the
State.
• Organized and hosted four meetings of the CNHRPC Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC). The TAC:
Renders technical advice to the CNHRPC regarding transportation plans, programs,
and projects;
Evaluates and ranks application for the Transportation Enhancement (TE) and
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) programs. Each program is
competitive statewide with more than 3 million dollars in federal funding per
year for the TE program and 7 million for the CMAQ program.
Evaluates and ranks projects within the Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP). The Regional TIP provides an avenue for projects to be
considered for inclusion within the Statewide 10 Year Transportation
Improvement Plan which is the guiding document for all major highway
improvements on state roads.
• Continued to maintain and improve the regional transportation model. The transportation
model is an integral component of the 1-93 Bow to Concord Transportation Planning
Study and other local and regional transportation planning projects.
• Developed a gravel roads fact sheet and provided guidance to local Boards and officials
related to Class 6, gravel, and other road issues.
• Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory
Committee (UMRLAC) and assisted in the UMRLAC Management Plan update.
• Conducted a survey of 55+ housing in the CNHRPC region, funded by NHHFA.
• Through the N.H. Department of Environmental Services support to the 9 regional
planning commissions through the Regional Environmental Planning (REPP) Program,
2006 REPP work items included drafting the first volume of an innovative land use
handbook to be distributed to communities and refinements to the Sprawl Indicators GIS
data and mapping project.





As your State Senator, I appreciate the opportunity to serve you and wanted to report from the
New Hampshire Senate on important state issues affecting you, as residents of Bradford.
Here are some statistics that may be of interest: The Town of Bradford received $1,139,208.36 in
state funding in 2006. Education grants made up $979,749 of this total.
The balance of state aid consists of the following: $56,365.36 from the Rooms and Meals Tax, as
well as $77,204 for Highway Block Grants, and $25,890 in Revenue Sharing.
I am serving as a member of Senate Finance (vice-chair), Health and Human Services, Ways and
Means, Wildlife, and the Fish and Game Committees. I have been appointed to the New
Hampshire Retirement System Board of Trustees. I would be happy to hear from you on issues of
concern.
In addition to the two overarching issues that will dominate this session; addressing the state
supreme court's challenge to define education adequacy by June 30 and crafting a budget for the
coming biennium, I will be concentrating on several key issues important to the citizens of New
Hampshire: helping New Hampshire's working families by increasing the minimum wage,
protecting New Hampshire citizen's health by supporting the smoking ban in restaurants and bars
and increasing health care access and internet safety for children, protecting New Hampshire's
special places and open spaces by increasing funding of the Land and Heritage Investment
Program and supporting the Governor's initiative to reduce the dropout rate in our high schools.
If you wish to contact me about these or any other matters I hope you will do so. Please call me at




SUMMARY OF SERVICES 2006
PROVIDED TO
BRADFORD RESIDENTS
BY THE KEARSARGE VALLEY AREA CENTER
SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS VALUE
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
PROGRAM is a nutrition program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement their
daily diet. The program serves children under six years
of age, women during pregnancy and up to 12 months
after the birth of t PACKAGES- 120 PERSONS-20 5.608.80
CONGREGATE MEALS- All elders are
welcome to our congregate meal sites/
Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities and special events. Value
$6.04 per meal. MEALS-- 1092 PERSONS-86 6.595.68
MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of
nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adult residents five days per week.
Value $6.65 per meal. MEALS- 1 360 PERSONS-9 9.044.00
RURAL TRANSPORTATION provides regularly
scheduled demand response to and from towns
in Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical
and professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites. Value $6.78 per ridership. RIDES -136 PERSONS -11 922.08
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to
five days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis. Value $5.00 per meal. MEALS-- 1140 PERSONS- 114 5.700.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income
eligible households to help with energy costs
during the prime heating season. Priority is given
to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit
for the 2005-06 program was $652.00. APPLICATIONS-58 PERSONS- 148 $ 43.080.91
ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program is a statewide
program funded by all electric rate payers which
provides a specific tier of discount from 15% to 95% on
electic bills for income eligible households. Stats from
1/1/05 to 12/31/05. ENROLLED HH-34 $29,867.58
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to supplement daily diet of preg-
nant or nursing women as well as children under
five. Participants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value
includes value of vouchers and VOUCHERS-324 PERSONS -54 14.803.56
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS OF SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS VALUE
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM provides
friendly visiting and respite services for home-
bound elderly. Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value to companions
includes mileage, weekly stipend ($5.74 per
hour). Value to visitees is comparab
HEAD START is a child development program
serving children before they enter public school.
Classroom and in-home learning services are
provided for both children and their families.
Value $8000 per child.
VISITEES -1 HOURS-201 $ 1,286.40
CHILDREN--8 $ 64,000.00
USDA COMMODITY SURPLUS foods are now
distributed directly to local food pantries and
kitchens on a quarterly basis. These pantries
and soup kitchens service all in need, not
just town residents. CASES-- 168 $ 2,195.58
FAMILY PLANNING provides confidential, comp-
rehensive gynecological care, including complete
medical examinations, breast exams. Pap
smears, pregnancy testing, birth control and
ounseling.
THE FIXIT PROGRAM mobilizes volunteers,
especially skilled occupations such as plumbers and




GRAND TOTAL $ 183.274.71
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL -CAP provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counsel-
ing as well as referrals for housing, transportation
and other life concerns. These support/advocacy
services are not tracked.
Barber shop and Pool hall upstairs of Danforth's Store
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Lake Sunapee Visiting Nurse Association
When you speak to patients' families, no matter what the age, the desire to have the
family unit together with the support of community friends and neighbors is key to their sense of
well-being. The number one need/concern of seniors according to a 2003 AARP study is how to
live in their own home and their own community for as long as possible. Eighty-three percent
want to stay in their existing home as long as possible and recognize that they may need to make
some changes in order to do so.
The population in New Hampshire is expected to grow 29% between now and 2020. The NH
population 65 years and over will grow 177% from 163,615 to 332, 178 during that time. Friends
and family members provide eighty percent of all long term care at home.
All of these changes will have substantial impact on our community in terms of needed social and
economic resources. A vital community depends on a variety of resources to meet the needs of its
residents. Town leadership depends on the quality and commitment of community-based
organizations to support physical, emotional, social and financial "health" in the town.
Since its founding in 1970, Lake Sunapee Region VNA has evolved to meet the needs of the
community. Our mission is to provide home health, hospice, personal support, health promotion
and other non-medical services that encourage independence and preserve dignity for people of
all ages. This year was no exception.
Lake Sunapee Region VNA invested in education to ensure competency of staff in pediatrics,
hospice and palliative care, wound care and more. A number of staff became certified in specialty
areas in order to ensure that the latest advances in health care are available to you at home. We
continue to acquire the necessary medical and information technology to support excellence in
care. LSRVNA consistently ranks above the 95th percentile in patient satisfaction, and meets or
exceeds state and national standards for patient outcomes. In October 2006, Outcome Concept
Systems ranked Lake Sunapee Region VNA in the top 25% of home care agencies nationally
based on publicly available data.
When you choose Lake Sunapee Region VNA for your home health and hospice care, you can
feel comfortable knowing that among the more than 120 staff and 70 active volunteers, many are
your neighbors and friends who stand ready to care for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Almost 30% of the staff have been with us for over 15 years, with six years being the average
length of employment. Sixty-three percent live within the Kearsarge, Sunapee or Newport area.
Every staff person undergoes reference and background checks, extensive orientation and
training. Every employee is fully covered by liability insurance. We know that these kinds of
standards are important to you when you choose a provider.
Think about your family, friends and neighbors and what home health and hospice care might
mean to them.
Think of the woman who sufferedfrom a rare neurological disorderfor the last 10 years ofher
life. Afterfalling in love in high school and 50 years ofmarriage, her husband was determined to
carefor her at home. After he experienced some health problems, he realized he would need help.
LSRVNA physical therapists helped him get back to good health. Physical therapists, nurses and
home health aides helped this patient to "make the best possible use ofher continuing more
limited abilities. " "The aides were so capable and loving that my wife felt like they were a part of
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the family. Finally, hospice care became a reality. Hospice "made it possiblefor my wife to be
comfortable at home surrounded by ourfamily.
"
Think of the young couple bringing home theirfirst born infant who needed to be closely
monitoredfor newborn jaundice and breathing issues. "Bringing home our newborn was exciting
and overwhelming. " The Lake Sunapee Region VNA nurse came to our home several times to
check on our son 'sfeeding, weight, breathing and on my progress. ..all in the comfort of our own
living room. The care we received made the transition from hospital to our home much more
manageable.
"
Think of the teenager whose life changedforever when he was struck by an automobile and
sustained life threatening injuries. Thefamily was insistent on bringing their child home rather
than having him enter a rehab facility. Unable to walk, speak, eat, or use his arms, this child
needed nursing care, physical and occupational therapy. His parents believe that their son is
doing well- or better- at home than he could ever have done in a facility awayfrom the support of
his family, friends and community. Miracles do happen!
The Lake Sunapee Region VNA volunteer Board of Trustees and staff plans for the future using
information gathered from all of you in the community. As we look to that future, we are grateful
for the support of our member towns, businesses, service organizations and individuals who value
our work and our mission. Our planning focuses on achieving operating efficiencies, expanding
revenues sources, and collaborating with local and regional organizations to implement programs
and services that will support town residents; in short, to help strengthen the rich tapestry of
services and support that makes your community special to you.
More than 484 residents of Bradford utilized home care services and programs through Lake
Sunapee Region VNA during the past year. Home care was provided for 43 residents. Three
residents and their families received 332 days of hospice, volunteer support and bereavement
care. Long-term care and personal care support services helped 7 patients remain at home.
Lifeline and home telemedicine services monitored 34 residents during the year to keep them safe
at home. More than 400 residents used our many community health services including support
groups for adults and children, foot care, blood pressure and immunization clinics. Thank you for
the opportunity to care for residents of the Bradford community. We renew our commitment to
you to provide the quality home health and hospice services you expect with the caring, respect





Births Reported in the Town of Bradford, NH
January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006
Resident Marriage Report
January 01, 2006 through December 31, 2006
Bradford, NH
Groom's Name
Bradford Transfer and Recycling Station
Telephone Number 938-2526
Purchase Coupons at the Town Hall During Regular Business Hours
Only materials from Bradford properties accepted







* Leaves, Yard Waste
*Tree Limbs and Brush
*Stumps











News only - no magazines or glossy
Dbl Wall brown; no cereal, shoe, detergent box
Office/school paper, junk mail, inserts,
magazines, non-corrugated cardboard
All colors, window glass. No Light bulbs
Cans, Pie Plates, Clean Aluminum foil
Compostable plant matter
Lot clearing, dead trees
No Transformer oil
from any type of vehicle
any non-vehicle battery
Stove. Washer. Dryer, Microwave, Hot water heater
Air conditioners. Refrigerators, and Freezers
Television sets
Propane tanks
Auto parts, pipe, wire, bedsprtngs
Auto, Motorcycle, bicycle
Bricks, shingles, sheetrock, painted
stained or pressure treated wood
2X4's, posts, plywood, pallets, unpainted wood
Couches, mattresses, carpet
Chairs
Food cans, maximum size 1 gallon
books, games, clothing, appliances
Clean & dry; Bundle
Clean and dry. Flatten
Clean and dry; bundle
Rinse, remove lids. Labels okay.
Rinse. Okay to crush
Bring to Compost Pile
Up to 10' long and 5" diameter.
Bring to Stump Pile, else bring to burn pile
Bring to Stump Pile
In Gallon jugs
Take care to keep them upright
Place in Battery Container
Unhinge doors fr refrigerators & Freezers
Cut into pieces no longer than 4'
Remove tire fr rim; rim in scrap metal
Max 10' long, 16" wide. -SEE BELOW
Max 10' long. 16"wide.SEE BELOW
Bring to attendant - Must be stripped
Bring to attendant - Must be stripped
Rinse. Remove labels. Flatten























Not Accepted at Facility
Sludge. Septic Waste, Household Hazardous Waste, Oils other than motor oil
Explosives, Paint. Asbestos, Infectious Waste. Radioactive waste
Pick up truck loads of demolition are charged as follows:
Shingles
$25 per half or small pick-up loads
$40 per full size pick-up loads
$50 per one-ton truck loads
Loads over one-ton truck cannot be accepted
Wood
$15 per half or small pick-up loads
$30 per full size pick-up loads
$40 per one-ton truck loads




Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., & Fri (except holidays)
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., & Fri (except holidays)
Fridays

















Meets 2nd and 4th Tuesdays of each month in the Town hall 7:30pm
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Meets 1st Tuesday of each month in the Town hall at 7:00pm
Conservation Commission
Meets the 3rd Tuesday of each month (except December)
















Wednesday, Saturday & Sunday 10:00am-5:00pm
Building Inspector
Contact the Selectmen's Office to make arrangements to meet with the building inspector
Emergency Fire, Police & Rescue
Telephone: 911 Police non-emergency number 938-2522
